
P R O P O S A L
This part of the work contains:

-a general overall plan over the main part of Bagamoyo. Here I con-
centrate on the connections between different parts of the town and
how to find your way in Bagamoyo, especially down to the coast.

- a more detailed study of one of the parts of Bagamoyo where a bet-
ter connection between the town and the coast is important to estab-
lish. I explain some aspects that can be important to enhance the
connection and I finally make detailed proposals for some places
along this axis.
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analysisoverall plan
Most attention is given to the pedestrians but other means of trans-
port such as vehicles and bicycles are also considered. Most of the
inhabitants walk a long way every day in the extreme hot streets
with almost no shadow. Many of the tourists drive through the town
in a jeep. By my proposal I want to encourage the visitors to move
by foot but I also want to improve the environment and climate for
all the people using the streets.
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1. Catholic mission
2. Large hotels
3. Main road to the hotels
4. Fish market
5. Stone town
6. Beach for recreation
7. Art School

8.  Entrance junction to Bagamoyo
9.  New market, commercial centre
10. Margomeni market
11. Monday market
12. Busstation under construction
13. Road to Dar es Salaam
14. Sports ground

existing destinations

The connections between different areas in Bagamoyo are today poor.
For a visitor it is difficult to find one�s way when Bagamoyo has no
clear structure and few landmarks.

Destinations in Bagamoyo, such as religious centres and markets etc,
are visited by a lot of people and are located all over town.
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Fish market

old Fort
Badeco hotel

Art school

India street

the Boma

School
street

existing connections
There are not many streets from the interior parts of the town lead-
ing directly towards the coast. But from India Street and School
Street, the two streets parallel to the beach, there are some connec-
tions to the beach offering great views over the sea. In the south of
Bagamoyo a semi public footpath goes from India Streets through Art
School down to the beach. In the Art school area there is a public
Internet café situated, that makes you feel that you can be inside the
school area without trespassing. The next passage down to the beach
is also semi public. Towards the gate to Badeco hotel the street is
used by cars. Many of the weekend visitors from Dar es Salaam park
their cars outside the gate and walk by foot down to the beach. The
next access down to the beach is situated north of the Boma. Fisher-
men walk to and from their work every day using this street. Large
trucks for transports down to the beach also sometimes use this
street. Next to the old Post office in India Street is a street down to
the Fish market and the Customs house, this street is busy with
transports down to the Fish market. Fishermen pull carriages, or
transport large cargo on bicycles. Also the next access is heading
down to the Fish market area, this street is used by motor traffic
down to the market.

old Post office

The street next to the old Post office
heading towards the Customs house and
the Fish market.
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vegetation

buildings

existing barriers
Along the coast there are some areas with rather tall vegetation. This
vegetation prevents the nice breeze from the sea to reach the interior
parts of the town and blocks the view over the sea in some places. A
few larger buildings close to the sea are barriers between the town
and the coast as they block the view over the sea or/and privatise the
land along the coast and thereby reducing the number of possible con-
nections down to the beach.
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